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Review
Nineteenth-Century Nonconformity. Ian Sellers. London: Edward
Arnold, 1977. x, 102 pp. £5.95 (hardback), £2.95 (paperback).
It is refreshing to turn to a book that lists 'BQ', for The Baptist
Quarterly, as one of it~ standard abbreviations. This is one of the
signs that Dr. Sellers' study of Dissent in the last century is firmly
based on detailed research that has appeared in recent years, not least
in the pages of this journal. He has published a number of important
articles in the field and is the author of one of the very best chapel
histories, an account of Pembroke Chapel, Liverpool, Whose ministers
included the Baptists C. M. Birrell and C. F. Aked. Dr. Sellers, who
tells us that he was raised in the Primitive Methodist tradition, is
well qualified to guide his readers through the by-ways of N onconformity.
His book is neither a narrative nor, like an earlier co-operative work
with John Briggs of Keele, a collection of documents. It is organised
by subject in five chapters-on Nonconformity's denominational structures, rheology, patterns of church life, place in society and politics.
Within the chapters the analysis is ordered broadly chronologically,
and then usually according to denomination. The result is a comprehensive, though brief, survey. His conclusion stresses that social
service was normally associated with outbursts of evangelism-a find-
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ing perhaps instructive for contemporary debate on the mission of the
church.
What treatment does he give to the Baptists? They are shown to
have been both paJ'lt of the integrated social movement that was
Nonconformity and distinctive. "Mission for the Baptist was l10
supplementary activity," he comments, "but the essential ingredient
of his whole vision of what his faith was about ..." (p. 38). A few
reservations ought to be entered about Baptist matters: there was
more strategic planning of Baptist itinerancy than is stated (p. 1); the
Baptist Union was rather less than "powerful" under J. H. Hinton,
and J. H. Shakespeare was secretary not in the 1890s as a whole but
only from 1898 (p. 11); the theological liberalism of the New
Connexion of General Baptists, at least at rank-and-file level, is
exaggerated (pp. 17,28); Clifford had more reservations over empire
than is suggested (p. 64); and Spurgeon was far from "ambiguous"
in some statements over Home Rwe (p. 84: "The whole scheme," he
wrote to a Cardiff Liberal, "is as full of dangers and absurdities as
if it came from a madman.") Yet these are relatively minor points,
for Baptist personalities and doings are discussed with sympathy and
insight.
Its conciseness prevents the book from explaining certain technical
terms like ''local option" in proposed temperance legislation and
"clause 25" of the 1870 Education Act. It is perhaps best suited,
therefore, to those having some acquaintance with the subject-precisely such readers as those who take this journal. Incorporating, as
it does, both footnotes and a judiciously annotated booklist, this study
is an excellent guide to the present state of knowledge in its field.
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